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Abstract It is often the case that stimuli (or aspects of a
stimulus) are referred to as being “task-irrelevant.” Here, we
recount where this label originated and argue that the use of
this label is at odds with the concept of “relevance” that has
arisen in the contingent-capture literature. This is not merely a
matter of labels, but a matter of inference: When people
describe a flanker stimulus as being “task-irrelevant,” they
may be (and sometimes are) tempted to infer that the condi-
tions that were studied in the flanker task generalize to other
tasks and other types of stimuli. Here, we show that this
generalization is not warranted. The flanker effect exists not
because attention has failed at selecting only the target from
the display, but rather, the effect arises precisely because
attention succeeded at selecting target-like (i.e., attentionally
relevant) stimuli from the display. As a result, the flanker
effect should not be used to infer how stimuli that are entirely
unrelated to a participant’s main task would be processed. We
propose the use of a new terminology to replace this poten-
tially misleading label.
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A widespread practice in the selective-attention literature has
been to use the term task-irrelevant to label certain stimuli (as
in “the target was flanked by task-irrelevant distractors”) or
certain characteristics of stimuli (e.g., “target location was task
irrelevant”). This occurs in discussions of all three of the best-
known selective-attention paradigms (i.e., the flanker effect—

e.g., Kim, Kim and Chun 2005; Lavie, Hirst, de Fockert and
Viding 2004; Miller 1982; the Stroop effect—e.g., Lu and
Proctor 1995; MacLeod 1991; and the Simon effect—e.g.,
Kornblum, Stevens, Whipple, and Requin 1999; Lu and Proc-
tor 1995). In each of these cases, some aspect of the current
stimulation to which the observer is not supposed to be
responding (e.g., stimuli in nontarget locations in the flanker
task, or the word form in the Stroop task) nonetheless influ-
ences responding. The use of the term task-irrelevant, as
applied to the nontarget aspect of the stimulus, is important,
because it may have encouraged inappropriate generaliza-
tions, often from the lab to real-word settings, such as work-
place design or driving.

First, we should quantify how widespread is the use of the
term task-irrelevant distractor. A search through PsycINFO
for “task-irrelevant distractor”OR “task-irrelevant distractors”
in all fields yields fewer than five instances in each decade of
the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s (see Fig. 1). In the 1990s there
was an uptick, with 14 articles using this term. From 2000
through 2009, the count was over 160. And between 2010 and
2012, close to 120 articles were published that used the term
task-irrelevant distractor. As a comparison, searching for the
term “distraction”within the topic “selective attention” during
the same periods revealed many more articles using this term
up through the 1990s, about equal numbers from 2000
through 2009, and many fewer (only about 40) between
2010 and 2012. These numbers indicate that task-irrelevant
distractor is a widespread term and that its use appears to be
growing exponentially—it is a powerful meme in our
discipline.

A notable example of the use of the term occurs in the
literature on response competition, such as in studies using the
flanker paradigm (Eriksen and Eriksen 1974) and its many
variants. These tasks are often described as requiring partici-
pants to respond to a target while ignoring “task-irrelevant
distractors” (e.g., Kim et al. 2005; Lavie et al. 2004; Miller
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1987). The distractors in a flanker task, however, are drawn
from the same set of stimuli as the targets and are distin-
guished from the targets only on the basis of location. That
is, participants know that the target will appear in a small
number of locations (often just one), and distractors are de-
fined as items appearing in any location other than these. For
example, the task may be to decide whether the letter that
appears in the center location is an N or an X, while ignoring
surrounding letters, which may also be Ns or Xs. The flanker
interference effect is the difference in response times (RTs)
between trials on which the distractors are incongruent with
the target (i.e., the target and distractors signal different re-
sponses) and those onwhich the distractors are congruent with
the target (i.e., all stimuli signal the same response). Within
this tradition, the term task-irrelevant was solely intended to
convey the idea that across trials, flankers never carried any
information that would help participants decide which was the
appropriate response on a specific trial. Thus, correctly iden-
tifying a flanker would do nothing to improve performance on
the main task, so distractors were task-irrelevant.

Another important sense in which a stimulus can be task-
relevant or task-irrelevant, however, is given by the ideas
concerning the top-down goals and intentions of an observer
(e.g., Folk, Leber, and Egeth 2008; Folk, Remington, and
Wright 1994). The basic idea is that by engaging in a

particular task (e.g., identifying whether the central letter in
an array of letters is an N or an X), the system is “set” to
respond preferentially to Ns and Xs because those stimuli are
what it is seeking to identify. Even though the task is to
respond only to Ns and Xs in the central location, in this
sense, Ns and Xs are task-relevant wherever they occur. The
flanker effect, according to this view, is not a measure of
distraction from task-irrelevant stimuli, but rather, is in an
important way a measure of attentional success: It reflects
the extent to which the top-down goal settings of the partici-
pants have resulted in the selection of attention-relevant stim-
uli from the display. Thus, we propose that the flanker effect
arises from the top-down goal of wanting to select target-like
information from the display in the first place, and that re-
sponse competition arises precisely because both target and
distractor stimuli have been actively selected.

To illustrate this simple idea, we used an inattentional-
blindness (IB) paradigm (Mack and Rock 1998). The logic
behind this task is straightforward: Ask participants to engage
as much of their attention as possible in a difficult perceptual
discrimination task, and then test to what extent they are
sensitive to unexpected visual events that occur while they
are thus engaged. It is typically found that for simple stimuli,
such as squares presented near the fovea (where participants
focus their attention), about 50% of participants completely

Fig. 1 Citation counts from each decade for two different searches of
PsycINFO. In black are the citation counts for the search “task-irrelevant
distractors” OR “task-irrelevant distractor.” In white, as a reference, is a
comparable citation count for the keyword “distraction” in all fields
within the specific subject “selective attention,” intended to demonstrate
rising interest in the study of distraction within the selective-attention

literature. In all, 40% of articles using the keyword “task-irrelevant
distractor” also used the descriptor “distraction.” From “When Do the
Effects of Distractors Provide aMeasure of Distractibility?,” byA. Lleras,
S. Buetti, and J. T. Mordkoff, 2013, in B. H. Ross (Ed.), The Psychology
of Learning and Motivation (Vol. 59, pp. 261–316). San Diego, CA:
Academic Press. Copyright 2013 by Elsevier. Adapted with permission
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miss the square. The goal of our study was to demonstrate that
not all “task-irrelevant” stimuli, as the term is used in the
flanker task literature, are processed in the same manner by
the attention system.

We asked participants to engage in an attentionally de-
manding task at fixation: identifying a briefly presented and
heavily masked letter. We used two different types of unex-
pected stimuli, to test how visual attention spontaneously
reacts to unexpected stimuli. In the control condition, the
unexpected stimulus was a small white square, which had
some similarity to the critical events for the task (e.g., it had
a brief onset/offset) but did not visually resemble the target
letters. In the critical condition, the unexpected stimulus was
sampled from the same set of stimuli as the possible targets
(i.e., one of the possible target letters), but it was smaller and,
as in flanker tasks, appeared at a nontarget location. Both the
square and the distractor letter appeared at the same location
relative to the target. If both forms of unexpected stimuli were
processed in the same manner, no difference in the rates of
reporting these stimuli should be observed; that is, participants
should be equally “blind” to the square and the letter. If,
however, observers are set for letter stimuli (because letters
are relevant to the task in which they are engaged), then little
or no IB should occur for the unexpected letter stimuli, since
observers would be drawn to notice it, whereas substantial IB
should occur for the unexpected square stimulus, which did
not belong to the set of potential targets in the primary task.

Method

Participants

A group of 84 undergraduate students completed the experi-
ment in exchange for credit in a psychology course. Students
were randomly assigned to the square (42) and letter (42)
groups. They were unaware that the experiment would last
only five trials.

Procedure and stimuli

Trials began with a fixation cross presented for 1,000 ms,
followed by a square random-dot mask (2 deg tall) at fixation
for 100 ms. Immediately after, the target letter was presented
(A, a, E, or e; 1 deg of visual angle in height), also at the center
of the screen, for 60 ms. The letter was followed by a new
random-dot pattern mask that stayed on the screen until
response.

The experiment consisted of five trials. On Trials 1–4,
participants were asked to report the identity of the target with
one of two keys (ignoring letter case). Trial 4 was the inatten-
tion trial: An unexpected stimulus was also presented,
appearing at the same time as the first mask and remaining

on the screen until the target letter disappeared (total duration:
160 ms). The unexpected stimulus could appear above, below,
or to the right or left of fixation. In the square group, the
unexpected stimulus was a small white square (0.75 deg of
visual angle). In the letter group, the unexpected stimulus was
a small white capital letter, either A or E (0.4 deg of visual
angle tall). The center of the critical stimulus was always
positioned 2.78 deg away from the center of the screen. The
letter was smaller and substantially less luminant than the
square. After participants had reported the identity of the
target on Trial 4, they were asked: “On that last trial, did you
notice anything unusual on the screen? (Yes/No).” After this
question, regardless of their answer, they were further asked:
“On that last trial, an additional small white square [or letter,
depending on group] was presented on the screen. Please
report where it appeared. Feel free to guess if you do not
know where it appeared.” Participants were asked to use the
arrow keys to report the location of the unexpected stimulus.
Finally, they were told that on the next trial, they were to stop
doing the central target identification task and just concentrate
on detecting any unusual or additional items in the display.
Trial 5 was the full-attention trial: All events were identical to
those in Trial 4, but participants were not asked to report the
target letter. The same questions were asked at the end of Trial
5 as on Trial 4. In the letter group, the unexpected stimulus
could be randomly either congruent or incongruent with the
central target.

Results

The mean accuracies on the central task were 74%, 90%, and
92% on Trials 1–3, respectively. The mean RT on Trial 3 was
1,473 ms (SD = 316 ms), which is not unusually long, given
that speed was not emphasized.

Inattentional blindness

Square group On the inattention trial, 18 out of 42 participants
(43%) reported having seen the square, with 17 (40%) correctly
reporting its location. In contrast, on the full-attention trial, 40
out of 42 (95%) reported seeing the unexpected stimulus, and
38 (90%) correctly reported its location. These results represent
a substantial amount of IB (about 50% of participants). The
mean correct RT on the central task on Trial 4 was 1,474 ms
(SD = 375 ms), which was on a par with their performance on
Trial 3 (1,470 ms, SD = 385 ms), t(79.94) = –0.047, p = .962,
and accuracy was 97%. That said, participants who saw the
unexpected stimulus were significantly slower and more vari-
able (mean 1,661 ms, SD = 510 ms) at responding to the central
letter than were those who were blind to it (mean 1,328 ms, SD
= 70 ms), t(17.51) = 2.75 , p = .013 (here and below, fractional
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degrees of freedom are corrected for unequal variances),
Cohen’s d = 1.31.

Letter group On the inattention trial, 34 out of 42 participants
(81%) reported seeing the letter, with 33 (79%) accurately
reporting the unexpected stimulus location. We computed
Fisher’s exact probability test for categorical data to evaluate
the likelihood that the letter and square groups produced equal
levels of noticing (as indexed by correct localization of the
unexpected stimulus), given the observed data. The probabil-
ity was p = .0003, thus confirming that both groups differed
substantially in their levels of IB.

On the full-attention trial, 40 out of 42 (95%) reported seeing
the letter, with 38 (90%) correctly identifying its location. We
observed little, if any, IB in this group (11%). Participants
were twice as likely to see the letter (79%) as to see the square
(40%).

The mean RT on the central task was 2,022 ms, which was
substantially longer and more variable (SD = 1,409 ms) than
on Trial 3 (mean = 1,474 ms, SD = 241 ms, accuracy = 85%),
t(43.78) = –2.48, p = .017, and accuracy dropped to 69%.1 It is
worth noting that these responses were measured before par-
ticipants knewwewould interrogate them about the unexpect-
ed stimulus. It is safe to say that participants were strongly
affected by the unexpected stimulus in this group. We then
performed a comparison of RTs to the primary task on the
inattention trial (Trial 4): Between the two groups, averaging
both correct and incorrect responses, participants in the letter
unexpected-stimulus group were substantially slower (mean
RT = 2,022 ms) than those in the square group (mean RT =
1,474 ms), t(46.92) = –2.43, p = .019, Cohen’s d = 0.71.

Congruence effect

Given that we now know that the vast majority of participants
in the letter group saw the unexpected stimulus, we can ask
whether the identity of the unexpected stimulus had a flanker-
like congruency effect on their responses to the central letter.
For 23 participants, the unexpected stimulus was congruent
with the central letter. These participants made no errors and
had a mean RTof 1,743 ms (SD = 839 ms). The remaining 19
participants had an incongruent relation between the target
and the unexpected stimulus, and they took 2,359 ms (SD =

1,854 ms) to respond, with 31% correct responses, which was
below chance. Overall, this pattern of results suggests that
observers tended to report the identity of the unexpected
stimulus, and that the target letter modulated the speed of their
responses to the unexpected stimulus. Consistent with this
interpretation, recomputing accuracy as a function of the
unexpected-stimulus identity and response on Trial 4, partic-
ipants were 90.5% accurate (in line with performance on Trial
3). Thus, even before participants were asked about the pres-
ence of this unexpected stimulus, there is clear evidence that
they had automatically “picked up” this unexpected informa-
tion from the display.

Discussion

The results show that the unexpected letter stimulus was
processed much differently than the unexpected square stim-
ulus: Almost no participants failed to report the presence and
location of the unexpected letter, whereas more than half of
those in the square group failed to report the unexpected
stimulus. We argue that this is because the letter flankers were
stimuli that the participants were set to process in this task,
whereas the squares were not. According to that analysis, the
letters were task-relevant, despite being nontargets, whereas
the squares were not. It is worth noting that the “irrelevant”
letter stimuli were substantially less luminant and were small-
er than the square. Therefore, the difference in IB cannot be
attributed to differences in the physical intensities of the
different stimuli. In addition, the overall RT in the main task
was substantially slower for the letter group, suggesting that
the task-relevant letter disrupted processing more than the
task-irrelevant square did. Finally, further evidence of the
degree to which attention selected the peripheral letter came
from the congruency analysis, in which it was evident that
participants had processed the unexpected stimulus and target
letters in analogous manners, leading to a congruency effect
between the target letter and the unexpected letter.

What do these results tell us about attention and the flanker
task in general? First, the results suggest that flankers are
processed in the flanker task because the system is set to pick
up information about all possible target stimuli. If flankers are
not drawn from the set of possible target stimuli, there is little
evidence that they are processed. By extension, the standard
flanker effect should not be taken as evidence of processing
“irrelevant distractors,” because no evidence has indicated that
task-irrelevant flankers are processed.

Implications

The issue of how one describes distractor stimuli in selective-
attention paradigms like the flanker paradigm is critical for
generalizing to other situations in which one may be focused

1 One cannot compute a repeated measures interaction to test whether
correct RTs were slowed down more for the letter group than for the
square group, because being correct on Trial 3 did not guarantee being
correct on Trial 4, and vice versa. However, if one ignores accuracy on the
central task, one can test for the Trial × Group interaction on RTs. The
corresponding analysis of variance showed a main effect of trial [F(1, 82)
= 7.64, p = .007] qualified by a significant interaction with group [F(1,
82) = 4.31, p = .041], supporting the conclusion that the unexpected
stimulus slowed down performance more on Trial 4 for the letter group
than for the square group.
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on one stimulus/event while ignoring others. For example, one
may want to understand whether flanker interference tells us
something about dealing with distractions while driving or
when one is trying to focus on reading a manuscript on a
computer screen in the presence of desktop clutter. Lavie
(2010) offered such a generalization. On the basis of her load
theory of attention (Lavie et al. 2004), she proposed that
increasing perceptual load could be beneficial in tasks that
require focused attention (“Modifications of some daily tasks
to involve a higher level of perceptual load may prove useful
for focusing attention for all people, even those who are
otherwise distractible”; Lavie 2010, p. 145), which, on the
face of it, seems like a strikingly counterintuitive suggestion.
To understand this logic, let us quickly review load theory.
According to this theory, two types of “load” influence atten-
tion: perceptual and cognitive. When perceptual load is low,
flanker effects may be large, because excess resources are
automatically allocated to nontarget stimuli. In contrast, when
perceptual load is high, flanker effects are always small,
because few, if any, excess resources are available to allocate
to nontarget stimuli. Beyond this, when perceptual load is low,
cognitive load can also influence performance. In particular,
when cognitive load is low, flanker effects are small, because
central resources can be used to prevent interference from the
flankers. When cognitive load is high, however, flanker ef-
fects are large.

For the present purposes, let us set aside the definitions of
perceptual and cognitive load, to focus on the argument and
inference that has been offered with regard to the possibility
that high perceptual load can reduce distractibility (Lavie
2010). The argument is based on the interpretation of the
magnitude of the flanker effect as an index of distraction and
distractibility. Specifically, larger flanker effects are taken as
indices of greater distraction by the flankers. If the flankers are
“task-irrelevant,” then it follows that reduction of the flanker
effect would reflect reductions in distraction. By extension,
factors that reduce the flanker effect would seem to be factors
that reduce distraction and distractibility. The argument, there-
fore, depends critically on the assumption that the flanker
effect indeed reflects distractibility in the same sense that the
term would be used in the situation to which the ideas are
generalized, such as distraction in the workplace or while
driving. To be concrete, one can worry whether an irrelevant
stimulus, such as the noise of a ventilation system in a room or
the traffic in a street, is the same type of distractor as the
flankers in a flanker paradigm. We argue that it is not, because
flankers are drawn from the same stimulus set as the targets,
and in this sense are relevant to the task. In contrast, traffic
noise is not identical to the stimuli that determine performance
in driving. It is also worth noting that another critical aspect of
the load theory was recently challenged by Eitam, Yeshurun,
and Hassan (2013). These authors showed that variations of
neither cognitive nor perceptual load were necessary to obtain

spontaneous differences in processing between relevant and
irrelevant information: Observers asked to remember only one
of two colors presented on the display had trouble remember-
ing the second (“irrelevant”) color in a surprise recollection
task, even though they could clearly remember both colors
had they been asked to do so. That result complements well
our own conclusion: Even in the absence of processing limi-
tations, attention goes to relevant information and neglects
irrelevant ones. Here we have shown that even when process-
ing limitations are very high (the target was presented briefly
and masked), if a stimulus is attentionally relevant, it will
“break through,” and participants will be aware of it.

The current confusion in the literature regarding the use of
the term task-irrelevant distractor may come from the early
use of the term task-irrelevant in the flanker paradigm. Spe-
cifically, “task-relevant” and “task-irrelevant” distractors, as
applied within the flanker paradigm, originally concerned the
question of whether or not the flanking stimuli carried infor-
mation about what the target was, because, for example, the
presence of a given flanker was correlated with the presence of
a given target (Miller 1987). “Task-irrelevant” flankers were
those that carried no information about the target, whereas
“task-relevant” flankers were ones that provided some infor-
mation about what the target was—for example, because of
biases in the design of the experiment. This usage seems to be
behind the trend of referring to such stimuli as flankers in the
flanker paradigm as “irrelevant.” The key distinction was that
authors wanted to assure readers that the flankers they had
used in their study were really uninformative as to the re-
sponse, because in the information-processing tradition, it was
a given that “informative flankers” (read: relevant distractors)
would impact response selection (with congruent flankers
facilitating responses). And thus, if “irrelevant flankers” were
affecting performance, this was something noteworthy, surely
a failure (of sorts) of the attention system to remain focused
only on information that mattered for the response. In that
sense, our data show that this early interpretation of the “task-
irrelevant” flanker effect was misguided: attention had not
“failed” to only select the target; rather, it had succeeded in
efficiently selecting from the display all target-related infor-
mation (and this first act of selection, of course, included the
congruent/incongruent flankers themselves).

What is the flanker effect an index of?

In contrast to the interpretation of the flanker effect as a
measure of distraction from task-irrelevant stimuli, we have
recently proposed that the presence of a flanker effect is
evidence that the flankers were represented with sufficient
precision that their task relevance (as stimuli drawn from the
set used for targets) caused them to be processed and led to
interference at the response selection stage (Lleras, Buetti, and
Mordkoff 2013). The fact that the unexpected letter stimuli
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were detected with much higher likelihood than the unexpect-
ed square stimuli suggests that attention acted as a filter,
searching the display for target-like stimuli (see also
Bundesen 1990; Kyllingsbæk, Sy, and Giesbrecht 2011). In
contrast, the absence of a flanker effect, given a particular
display arrangement, likely reflects conditions in which stim-
uli are poorly represented (Scalf and Beck 2010; Torralbo and
Beck 2008). In such cases, attention is working hard (likely in
a serial manner) at finding the target to clearly represent it (via
biased competition) before a response on the trial can be
executed. In sum, we argue that the 40-year-old interpretation
that the flanker effect is evidence for late selection (Eriksen
and Eriksen 1974; Lavie et al. 2004) is wrong. Nor does the
flanker effect represent a failure of selective attention akin to
distraction:When we are distracted by non-task-related events
(e.g., alarms or traffic noises) or whenwe try to focus on a task
like reading, we never intended to select those stimuli from the
environment in the first place.

Why is there a flanker effect at all, then? The effect arises
because (a) flankers are “candidate targets” (Lleras et al. 2013)
and (b) they have links to potentiated responses. By “candi-
date targets,” we mean that the flankers are visually identical
to one of the potential targets for the task. Thus, in the first
stage of attentional selection (fast and parallel, if stimuli are
well represented neurally; see also Saenz, Buracas, and
Boynton 2002; Serences and Boynton 2007; Treue and Mar-
tínez Trujillo 1999, for evidence of parallel feature-based
selection), flankers are picked up by attention, and because
they are selected, they interfere with response selection. Thus,
the extent to which onemeasures a flanker effect must reflect a
degree of attentional success (not failure) in this first stage of
attention. The magnitude of interference must then reflect a
different type of process: the ability to inhibit the response-
related activity elicited by the distractor. This may be achieved
either through a second stage of visual selection (likely based
on spatial information) or through spatial biasing of response
inhibition at the response selection stage (Lleras, Chu, and
Buetti 2014).

In sum, flankers interfere with response selection processes
because attention is set up to orient to, select, and process the
flankers. Note that this is exactly what is proposed in theories
of attention that incorporate relevance as a weighting factor
for selection (e.g., Bundesen 1990; Kyllingsbæk et al. 2011;
Wolfe 1994). In this way, the term task-irrelevant distractor is
an inappropriate way to describe flankers. Lleras et al. (2013)
suggested the term foil for stimuli that have actual links to
potential responses in the task and can therefore lead to
specific errors, such as flankers (Palmer and Moore 2009;
Yigit-Elliott et al. 2011). The term task-irrelevant distractor,
we suggest, should be limited to stimuli that are not at all
related to the task at hand (i.e., that are neither visually similar
to the target nor informative as to the response in the task). We
believe that there are important theoretical and applied reasons

to make this distinction. If nothing else, it will prevent us from
making unwarranted inferences about instances of distraction
in the real world. Indeed, it is quite more frequent in our daily
lives to be confronted by distractions unrelated to our behav-
ioral goals (e.g., screaming children as we try to read this
article) than by foils (e.g., selecting one amongst a few buttons
on a console). These two forms of interference are actually
quite different from each other, and one may not be a good
model for the other.

In conclusion, the present study clearly challenges the
proposal that it might be a good idea to increase perceptual
load at workspaces in order to decrease distractibility (Lavie
2010). Although flanker effects may be smaller under high
perceptual load (e.g., Lavie et al. 2004; Torralbo and Beck
2008), as we have argued, this reduction cannot be taken as
evidence of reduced “distraction.” Rather, the reduction re-
flects an increase in the inhibition of foil-related response
activation or a reduction in the quality of the neural represen-
tation of the distracting stimulus itself. Distraction, as under-
stood outside the lab, is a different form of interference than
the one observed in distractor interference paradigms such as
the flanker task. If we were to use James’s (1890) famous
definition of attention as a reference to define distraction, one
could say that “distraction is the taking possession of the mind
in clear and vivid form by a thought or stimulus that one never
intended to process in the first place. It is a thought or stimulus
that takes us ‘out’ of our intended task and drives our attention
onto new thoughts or sensations” (Lleras et al. 2013, p. 262).
Cleaning up our terminology will hopefully provide us with a
clearer explanatory framework for our theories and
paradigms.

Author note We thank J. T. Mordkoff for his feedback on an early
version of the manuscript.
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